
D e a t h f u g u e
In tru d in g  O n P a u l C e la n

Gail Holst-Warhaft

Of the poetry of Paul Celan, George Steiner 

wrote, in On Difficulty and Other Essays, “At cer

tain levels, we are not meant to understand at all, 

and our interpretation, indeed our reading itself, 

is an intrusion...But again we ask: for whom, 

then, is the poet writing, let alone publishing?”

Steiner never answers that question, but he insists 

that, in the case of Celan’s poems “we know we 

are not looking at nonsense or planned obfusca

tion.” How we know that is another question Mr.

Steiner deftly sidesteps. In his formidable new 

study of Celan, John Felstiner does his best to 

provide answers to the questions Steiner raises.

The result is a book that reveals less about Celan 

the man than the reader might wish and more 

about Celan the poet than the average reader will 

ever digest.

Feltstiner’s Paul Celan: Poet, Survivor, Jew  

states its intentions in its uncompromising— one 

might say misleading— title. During the course 

of the book, Celan loses his parents in the holo

caust but survives. He marries, has a child, com

mits himself to a hospital for the insane, and 

takes his own life. A line or two supplies us with 

the bare facts about the later events. The man 

who stares in dramatic half-profile from the 

see Celan, page 4
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Spellbound in Delft
Nicholas Nicastro

The light streams in from the left, 
flooding through the window panes with 
a cold, searching steadiness. We see only 
a corner of the room, the march of per
spective broken by a few carefully placed 
pieces of furniture, jutting shadows, a 
tapestry bunched in the right foreground. 
The solitary female figure stands deep in 
the com position, surrounded by her 
exquisitely rendered materials, facing 
left. Suffused in that light, she is smiling, 
but her creator offers no narrative cues, 
no invitation to moral judgement. Rather, 
we come upon her at some pregnant junc
ture—her character and fate suspended in 
that sole moment, in that mood captured, 
strobe-like, out of the murkier passage of 
lived existence.

A masterwork by Johannes Vermeer? 
Actually, no: it’s an advertisement from 
an old Architectural Digest, February 
1994, page 23. Call it a testament to the 
worth of some art-historical cant that it 
can be equally well-applied to such dis
parate sources as a late twentieth-century 
furniture ad, or the paintings of a barely- 
documented seventeenth-century Dutch
man with an odd affection for women in 
ermine-lined jackets and turbans.

The latest federal government shut
down left visitors to Washington D C.

with few choices over this last holiday 
museum-going season. The National 
Gallery used private funds to keep their 
blockbuster Vermeer retrospective open 
(but not the rest of the building), and 
lines for tickets wound down Constitu
tion Avenue and around the corner as if 
for a free screening of Toy Story. Over
flow crowds of shopped-out, jacked-in, 
stressed-out cybercitizens surged shoul- 
der-to-shoulder through the exhibition 
galleries, sacrificing their personal 
spaces to look at pictures of people stand
ing quietly, arms crossed, alone. Knots of 
Americans, who are supposed to have 
attention-spans no longer than those Bud
craving frog commercials, stood patient
ly contemplating the principles of the 
camera obscura. Thanks in part to Newt, 
Bill, and Co., Vermeer the Old Master 
briefly became Vermeer, Tarantino-of- 
the-week.

He arrives at a fortuitous time. Deion
ized and LaToya-ed, overwashed by a ris
ing froth of TV talk and “true crim e,” 
America has already taken a fresh shine 
to Jane Austen, whose novels Sense and 
Sensibility and Persuasion have lately 
spawned commercially successful films. 
Both Austen and Vermeer make virtues 
of their limited canvases, and exemplify 
the virtue of precise understatem ent. 
Their latest popularity reflects a yearning 
for an art that is neither gooily expressive

Cornell ChdCCeCpresents

SpirituaC ‘EcoCogy
A  'Weekend with Rodger "Kamenetz
Professor Rodger Kamenetz is a poet 
and Professor o f  English and Director o f  Jewish 
Studies M inor at Louisiana State University. He is 
the author o f The lew in the Lotus, a poet s rediscovery 
o f Jewish identity in Buddhist India In addition he is the 
author o f  z JulMm m  Ian.. M eu im d  Selected I ’aans and 
Terra li\firma. an autobioyraphy/bioyraphy o f  his mother

• Friday. March.8th •
'Poetry Heading 

9:00pm, Young Israel, 106 West Avenue

• Saturday. March 9th •
'Workshop: ‘Where do Judaism & ‘Buddhism "Meet? 

2-4:OOpm, Wisdom's Goldenrod,
Center for Philosophic Studies, Valois, NY

Join Prof. Kamenetz for a discussion about his 
journey and dialogues between Jewish and 

Buddhist leaders. Valois, NY is located on Seneca Lake, 
call 546-7777 or 546-8205 for directions.

Visual "Explorations: The Jewish-Buddfust "Phenomenon 
7:30pm, Cafe, Anabel Taylor Hall
Prof. Kamenetz will describe his journey to 

Dharamsala, India with a group of Jewish delegates 
who met with the Dalai Lama. Nanci Rose, an 

educator at Gannett will present slides from her book.
Living Tibet The Dalai Lama in Pharamsala, 
co-authored with photographer Bill Warren.

* Sunday. March 10th »
Spiritual "Ecology: "The "Dalai Lama and"Ihe Jews

11:00am, Sage Chapel Sermon

Ull events are free and open to the public!

Co-sponsors: Cornell United Religious Work, Anne Carry Dtirland 
Memorial Alternatives Library, funded in part by SAFC.
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nor arrogantly abstracted, but human- 
scaled, recognizable. Both suggest, per
haps, that in your face  isn’t always the 
best place from which to communicate.

To be sure, this Vermeer show is far 
from perfect. Though the curators have 
assembled an unprecedented number of 
works from the painter’s very limited 
oeuvre, they neglect to exhibit influen
tial contemporary works, such as those 
of Gerard ter Borch, Pieter de Hooch, 
and Carel Fabritius. This makes V er
meer seem a splendid, isolated genius 
when his work was clearly very much 
indebted to the colleagues and his con
text.

Perhaps more troubling, some of the 
art-historical criticism in the show seems 
far from the spirit of Vermeer in its 
scholarly spiking and prancing in the 
hermeneutical end-zone. From a distance 
of more than four centuries, who’s to say 
the subject of Woman with a Pearl Neck
lace would necessarily be seen by Ver
meer or his contemporaries as an emblem 
of “faith, purity, and virginity...[stand
ing] in bright daylight, poised almost as a 
priest holding the Host during the 
Eucharist...,” as suggested in the exhibi
tion catalog? And while the curators are 
alive to Vermeer’s subtle use of the cam
era obscura (a kind of early camera with
out the film) the fact that he faithfully 
reproduced even out-of-focus effects

might also suggest that, in a sense, the 
device “used” him as well — or more 
precisely, used his Enlightenm ent-era 
enthusiasm for gadgetry. Artistic sensi
bility, after all, is not always the opposite 
of naivete.

Whether or not one is suspicious of the 
National Gallery’s construction of Ver
meer’s genius, this sanctification of small 
moments, and the sort of dignity achiev
able without yelling or gunfire, is proba
bly a positive development. It’s telling 
that we need to trek to the colonnaded 
citadels of official art to find such 
moments, however: it’s as if we fear the 
truly domestic sphere, the sphere of mod
est, life-sustaining rituals depicted by 
Vermeer, is a habitat endangered by 24- 
hour news TV and telemarketing “cour
tesy ca lls .” After admiring the quiet 
virtues of the a r tis t’s Woman in Blue 
Reading a Letter or Woman Holding a 
Balance, many Gallery-goers headed off 
to the gift-shop to perpetuate their expe
rience. It’s tempting to wonder how many 
Vermeer prints will still end up mounted 
over TV sets.

Nicholas Nicastro is a writer and film 
maker living in Ithaca. His documentary 
video, Science or Sacrilege: Native 
Americans, Archaelogy, and the Law, 
will prem iere at C ornell Cinema on 
April 25.
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W hat It Was Like
Kenneth Evett

When I stopped feeling like an exile in 
my own country, and after the fits of nos
talgic longing for Italy finally subsided, I 
began to engage in the ritual games of 
academic art-departm ent life. In those 
days, there was a pent-up postwar surge 
of creative energy that took the foim of 
rebellion against “academic” aesthetic 
conventions and the status quo in general. 
As a recent convert to modernism, I was 
possessed by a messianic urge to change 
what I perceived to be the upstate Repub
lican cultural philistinism of the Cornell 
community. I discovered like-minded col
leagues in the Music and English Depart
ments, and we plotted to produce “Festi
vals of Contemporary Art” to further the 
cause of modernism. Each spring, we took 
over one large Gothic space in the student 
union, lined the walls with borrowed 
paintings by the likes of Mondrian, 
Tamayo and Knaths, along with faculty 
work, to provide a suitable environment 
for poetry readings, concerts, and gallery 
talks.

To bolster our forces, we engaged in 
what became a regular practice in Ameri
can college art departments—the importa
tion of New York artists to keep us up-to- 
date on the latest trends in the art market. 
Most of these celebrities arrived unpre
pared for a formal lecture, but they did 
bring countless slides of their different 
“periods” and gave precise accounts of 
the dimensions of each piece. A few of 
them, Fairfield Porter and David Hare, for 
example, actually delivered thoughtful 
talks suitable for a university audience, 
but for the most part, the slipshod prepa

nell.
In my missionary zeal for change, I was 

willing to participate in panel discussions, 
even though I suffered agonies of appre
hension in advance, and one day found 
myself in public contention with famed 
theologian Paul T illich, who had an 
addiction to German Expressionism , 
which I deplored. I managed to hold my 
own in this lopsided combat, and one 
member of the audience, a trustee of the 
Yaddo Foundation, was impressed 
enough by my audacity to arrange for me 
to spend two months in that privileged 
artist colony located next to the Saratoga 
racetrack.

At Yaddo, in contrast to the amiable 
tolerance I endured from my Cornell fac
ulty colleagues—scholars and scientists 
who believed that an art professor 
belonged on the lowest rung of the acade
mic ladder—I was treated with respect, 
housed in the main mansion, looked after 
by servants, and granted an isolated studio 
surrounded by meadows and handsome 
pines, where I headed each morning after 
breakfast, worker’s lunch pail in hand, 
with enough food and drink to sustain me 
for a full day of uninterrupted Quaker 
silence, introspection, and work.

At the end of the day, I would challenge 
a mild poet or musician to a game of ten
nis on the soft, dreamlike Yaddo court or 
engage in vicious games of croquet with 
equally egocentric and competitive cre
ators amid clouds of mosquitos that made 
all of us far more than normally aggres
sive. Then there was enough time for 
drinking parties before a typically delec
table Yaddo dinner, followed by informal 
concerts or respectable games of charades 
or Botticelli, though I once saw a male 
poet carry a female poet up the grand 
Tiffany-decorated staircase to his room to

engage in a favorite, noncommunal Yaddo 
pastime.

While living in that haven for artists, I 
had an experience that led to a lifetime of 
creative pleasure. One afternoon I took the 
daily station wagon trip to Saratoga to buy 
booze and art supplies, and, on a whim, 
picked up a block of D’Arches watercolor 
paper, a few tubes of elementary earth col
ors, and a one-inch wide, square-tipped 
brush with a lucite handle. The next day, 
with no previous experience of the medium 
except to watch my mother paint on-the- 
spot watercolors of the mountains in Col
orado when I was a child, I went outdoors, 
found a likely spot, and, using the “any
thing goes” spirit of the prevailing 
Abstract Expressionist style, I began to 
work with this free-flowing, radiant and 
anarchic medium. I started without prelim
inary guidelines of any kind, one stroke of

the brush to start the action, followed by 
answering marks as I observed the rela
tionships before me. For guidance in this 
adventure, I turned to the works of Marin 
and Cezanne, artists who understood the 
underlying geometry of nature’s form and 
organized the im plicit abstract links 
between them to create a coherent pattern 
that would express truths about the space, 
structure, atmosphere, and character of a 
particular place. Subsequently, taking 
advantage of Cornell’s liberal policy of 
sabbatic leaves and long vacations, I car
ried my watercolor equipment along on the 
many trips, both alone and with my wife, 
that I took to Europe and other parts of the 
Western hemisphere.

Despite these periodic fair-weather 
escapes from 20th-century problems, I was 
haunted in wintertime by a pervasive feel
ing of dread about the future, the possibili
ty of nuclear annihilation of the human 
race, or the threat of ecological suicide. 
These thoughts darkened my vision, and I 
felt driven to a tonality of blackness as an 
expression of my sense of doom. I discov
ered the appropriate medium in the dark, 
velvet depths of Japanese sumi ink and 
found the traditional rice paper and orien
tal brushes to go with that medium.

In the evenings (while bearing in mind 
the dashing immediacy of sumi ink paint
ing), I would freely improvise, making 
spontaneous marks that animated the sur
faces of small rectangles of various pro
portions. The next day I would prepare for 
the action by grinding a stick of com 
pressed ink with water on an inkstone to

produce a pool of black liquid. Then, I 
would consider one of my sketches and 
start to work on large sheets of paper, lay
ing down brush strokes that exploited the 
seductive, unpredictable effects of the 
oriental medium. I would hang these 
paper skins on the wall, contemplate the 
relationships, and, by adding halftones or 
darker accents, try to organize them into a 
coherent abstract and iconographic order, 
without losing the initial energy. This 
process was my last attempt to make use 
of randomness, that titillating element of 
the unexpected that was almost de rigeur 
for American painters at mid-century. But 
there were other popular imperatives to be 
considered, among them the necessity to 
produce work with “impact.” This com
pulsion to attract attention drove artists to 
all kinds of excesses, such as the gross 
distortions of scale in the gigantic portrait

heads of Chuck Close and Alex Katz, or 
the vast much-ado-about-nothing can
vasses of Joan Mitchell, or the bad-boy 
impudence and colossal crudity of Schn
abels’ tarpaulins, or Pollock’s French 
salon-sized surfaces, upon which he vent
ed his incontinent impulses. But impact 
could also be achieved by appealing to the 
anal retentive, as in the nihilist minimal 
paintings of Agnes Martin and Brice Mar- 
den, who eliminated referential content, 
contrasts of curves, diagonals, and other 
signs of life from their work.

And, of course, all manner of anti-art 
gestures had impact, and the more subver
sive of traditional standards the better. 
Displays of childish ineptitude, a visual 
record of self-lacerating suicide, or exhi
bitions of human feces and desiccated 
fruit may have elicited a momentary 
“ frisson,” but nothing had greater impact 
on the credulous American art world than 
the found object creations of Marcel 
Duchamp, works that “quietly under
mined twenty centuries of Western art,” 
according to New York coterie 
spokesman Calvin Trillin, as though this 
preposterous act of cultural destruction, 
were it true, was something to brag about. 
However, one of the extreme moves that 
appealed to me was Albers’ “Homage to 
the Square.” Because that passive equilat
eral rectangle has a kind of resistant 
power, I considered it a challenge and 
produced numerous sumi ink and oil 
paintings in an effort to invest the square 
with life.

In the spring of 1969, I engaged in one

last effort to promote modern art. I had a 
student from South America whose inter
est in animal violence and pain gave his 
work considerable power. He was also an 
early devotee of performance art and put 
on an impressive multimedia show a la 
Stockhausen, which he conducted with 
great aplomb. He introduced me to the 
other members of his troupe, who per
suaded me to assume responsibility as 
chairman of yet another festival. I became 
a willing “ leader” and stooge for an 
aggressive and arrogant crew of avant 
garde artists. Our enterprise was a com
pendium of current fads, and the ensuing 
chaos that we produced was dogged by 
bad April weather and upstaged by the 
takeover of W illard Straight Hall by 
African American students. Nevertheless, 
we pressed on. Our revolutionary inflated 
architectural roof shelter never rose from 
the ground but lay on the Arts Quadrangle 
as a billowy object for students to jump 
on. Conceptual artist Will Insley, at that 
time a visiting critic at Cornell, sent his 
class to distribute hundreds of fifteen-foot 
lengths of rope over the site. These were 
quickly snatched by students who tied up 
one another, made fancy knots, and con
nected ropes together to form one long, 
tree-hung link that traversed the area from 
Olin Library on the south to Sibley on the 
northern edge of the Quad. Our outdoor 
exhibition of student art, displayed on 
building scaffolding, was rained on. The 
candles in tin cans on sticks that illumi
nated Daniel Berrigan’s al fresco poetry 
reading sputtered out. An old piano used 
in a performance art piece was left behind 
on the quadrangle to be banged on by any 
passing player, and the outdoor evening 
recital of modern dance was performed in 
freezing cold. All the while, students were 
in agitated revolt after the Straight 
takeover. By the time this misbegotten 
festival was over, I was cured of vanguard 
aspirations for good.

In the early seventies, even though I 
had no adm inistrative skills whatever, 
m otivated by greed and a delusion of 
improved status, I agreed to become 
chairman of the Art Department. That job 
left little time for painting but it did allow 
for part-time activity as a free-lance art 
critic for The New Republic magazine, a 
job that came to me as a result of my 
brother’s influence with that publication.

After leaving the Harris menage, my 
brother Bob studied briefly with Hin
demith before graduating from Julliard. 
He took a job teaching composition at a 
progressive fledgling Washington school 
called The Institute of Contemporary Art 
(or “The Destitute” in Bob’s words), and 
began writing music reviews and articles 
for The New Republic. In a short time, he 
took over as literary editor for the maga
zine, responsible for reading books, 
assigning reviews and articles, editing the 
material, and putting the entire back half 
of the magazine to bed every week. Al the 
same, time he was composing music in a 
wide range of forms. Every note he ever 
wrote was commissioned, paid for, and 
performed by various Washington spon
sors: the National Symphony, The 
National Gallery orchestra, choral groups, 
and chamber musicians at the Phillips 
Gallery—a provincial mini-renaissance 
remarkable in American cultural history. 
Only a person of extraordinary intelli
gence and strength of purpose could have 
managed two such demanding jobs at the 
same time. Yet, he found time to drink a 
lot, cook gourmet meals, and toss off 
witty light verse. After fourteen years 
with The New Republic, he was persuaded 
by The A tlantic Monthly to move to 
Boston as literary editor of that magazine. 
He missed his “musical tu rf’ in Washing
ton, however, and returned after two 
years to take a job as book editor for the 
Washington Star. He was working on a 

see What It Was Like, page 11

ration, condescension, and verbal limita
tions of these visitors were hard to bear. 
Nevertheless, our efforts in the cause of 
modernity continued over the years in 
endless meetings and resultant proposals 
until the administration finally granted a 
modest sum to support music, drama, 
dance, writing, and the visual arts at Cor

Delphi, by Kenneth Evett, sumi ink 1964
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O ff Campus

At The Bookery
This presentation is part of our ongoing series 

of readings and talks in our new space, 
in the Atrium upstairs in the DeWitt Mall.

Sunday, March 3, 4:00 p.m.

Jodi Dean,
Assistant Professor of Political Sci
ence at H obart-W illiam  Smith Col
leges in Geneva, w ill read from her 
new book, S olida rity  o f Strangers: 
Feminism After Identity Politics. A 
live ly  discussion is expected after 
her reading.

Sunday, March 10, 4:00 p.m.

David Lehman,
author, poet, and series editor of the celebrated Best American Poetry 
anthology, w ill be reading from his newest collection of poems, Valentine 
Place, an unflinching look at romantic and erotic love, and from The Big 
Question, his second book of essays in the Poets on Poetry series. A 
native of New York City, Mr. Lehman lives in Ithaca.

Wednesday, March 13, 8:00 p.m.

Irene Zahava
w ill read from and sign copies of her 
new anthology, Feminism■i , a power
ful, m ulticultural collection of short 
stories by "th ird  generation" Anglo, 
Latina, Asian, and Black feminists. 
Contributors to this book w ill also be 
reading.

Sunday, March 17, 4:00 p.m.

Harvey Teres,
Associate Professor of English at Syracuse University, will be reading from 
Renewing the Left: Politics, Imagination, and the New York Intellectuals, his 
seminal work on the history of New York's left-wing intellectuals from the 
1930s to the present, drawing lessons on the role intellectuals can play in 
renewing the leftist movement.

Sunday, March 31, 4:00 p.m.

Stewart O 'Nan,
author of the award-winning debut novel, Snow Angels, w ill read selec
tions from his newly published thriller of guilt and salvation, The Names 
of the Dead. Set in Ithaca thirteen years after his tour in Vietnam, this is 
the gripping human portrait of a sole survivor's search for peace and 
redemption. A graduate of the Cornell MFA program, O'Nan teaches writ
ing at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticutt.

Tuesday, April 2, 8:00 p.m.

John Felstiner & Mary Felstiner
will be presenting a joint discussion of their respective books, Paul Celan: 
Poet, Survivor, Jew, and To Paint Her Life: Charlotte Salomen in the Nazi 
Era. Both authors w ill be showing slides during their presentation.

The Bookery
DeW itt Building,

215 North Cayuga St., Ithaca 
For more information call (607) 273-5055

Deathfugue
continued, from page 1

cover of the book remains a one-dimen- 
sional character whose own survival is 
itself a mystery. Still, we were not 
promised a biography, and what we are 
given has its own riches. Felstiner is not 
only a good translator; he is the best trans
lator of Celan I know. For anyone interest
ed in translation, especially anyone who 
has struggled with the difficulties of trans
lating, Felstiner’s book should be required 
reading. Every choice he makes is justi
fied; for every difficulty he encounters, we 
follow his attempts and rejections of inad
equate solutions. Such a study is perhaps 
best read in small doses. The pleasure of 
Felstiner’s Celan lies in the poems them
selves, poems that make the shift to Eng
lish with a grace that only appears effort
less:

Psalm
No one kneads us again out of earth and 

day
no-One summons our dust.
No one.

Blessed art thou, No One.
In thy sight would 
we bloom. In thy 
spite.

A nothing
we were, are now, and ever 
shall be, blooming: 
the nothing-, 
the No-One's- Rose.

With
our pistil soul-bright, 
our stamen heaven-waste, 
our corona red
from the purpleword we sang 
over, oh over 
the thorn.

To compare this translation with, for 
example, Michael Hamburger’s (1980) is 
to see how important it is for a translator to 
be sensitive to the proof text (here, the sec
ond person singular address of the outdat
ed, but thoroughly familiar English allows 
a rare concordance with the German origi
nal). Some might object to the homophon- 
ic pun in the opening line, not present in 
the original kneter, still, who but the deaf 
would substitute “crimson word” (Ham
burger) for Felstiner’s “purpleword” 
(Pupurwort in the original)? Felstiner’s 
solutions are, thankfully, arrived at as 
much by ear as intellect. There is, in the 
end, no way even the most meticulous 
investigation of allusion and sources can 
substitute for the translator’s ability to find 
a poetic solution in his or her own lan
guage. In Felstiner’s case, a curious dis
parity exists between his ear for the musi
cal cadences of Celan’s poems and his

own prose, which wavers between the 
over- and the underwrought. Consider 
these two sentences: “If Todesfuge seems 
to speak straight from a Nazi camp, that is 
due to its first-person, on-the-spot present 
tense: wir trinken und trinken.” ...and... 
“Yet we can also hear the poem back 
toward its own state in German, hear its 
resistance to translation, its rude integrity.” 
The tone of the first sentence makes you 
wince with its chatty journalese; the sec
ond makes you wish he would stick to the 
reporting.

However, as a guide and interpreter of 
Celan’s most celebrated poem, Felstiner is 
invaluable. The Todesfuge has acquired a 
unique status among poems about the 
death camps. To many of its readers, it 
seemed to contradict Adorno’s famous 
dictum about the impossibility of writing 
poetry after Auschwitz. Of all Celan’s 
poems, the Todesfuge has been the most 
discussed, anthologized, and translated. 
Celan’s own reading of the poem, pre
served on record, emphasized its relentless 
rhythm, an effect achieved by repetition, 
alliteration, and a dance-like beat that rein
forces the grotesque musical imagery of a 
poem originally published in Romanian 
and called “Tango of Death.” The title 
recalls the Jewish musicians forced to per
form by the S.S. At the Janowska camp 
near Lvov (not far from Celan’s birthplace 
in Czernowitz) Jewish musicians were 
ordered to play a “Death Tango” during 
marches, grave-digging, tortures, and exe
cutions. Before liquidating the camp, the 
S.S. shot all the musicians. At Auschwitz, 
the term “Death Tango” was used for 
whatever music was played when groups 
of prisoners were executed. Without the 
lilt of this macabre dance music, the poem 
loses much of its effect.

Again, it is instructive to compare Fel
stiner’s solutions for this much-translated 
poem with others. Todesfuge, the title 
Celan chose for the first German edition of 
the poem (the poem, was, of course, writ
ten in German, despite its first appearance 
in Romanian) offers the translator the first 
of many challenges. A genitive, it could be 
translated literally as “Death’s Fugue” or 
“Fugue of Death” in English; but how to 
get the tight juxtaposition of the original 
that already sets up a musical beat in Ger
man that reinforces the absurdity of the 
compound. Middleton (1980) stays with 
“Fugue of Death” and loses the rhythm; 
Hamburger (1980) chooses “Death Fugue” 
and loses any sense of the genitive com
pound. Felstiner’s “Deathfugue” suggests 
the strangeness of the original and catches 
at least a hint of the genitive without the 
awkwardness of the possessive “s.” (This 
was not Felstiner’s original solution. See 
his translation in Modern Poems on the 
Bible, 1994, where he retains the “s.”) His 
willingness to introduce German words 
later in the poem and to bend English for
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effect has produced a poem almost as strik
ing in translation as in the original. Listen 
to how the opening section of the poem 
sings its grim music in English:

Deathfugue
Black milk of daybreak we drink it at 

evening
we drink it at midday and morning we drink 

it at night
we drink and we drink
we shovel a grave in the air there you won't 

lie too cramped
A man lives in the house he plays with his 

vipers he writes
he writes when it grows dark to Deutsch

land your golden hair Margarete
he writes it and steps out of doors and the 

stars are all sparkling he whistles his 
hounds to come close

of Margarete sound against the “aschenes 
Haar” of Shulamith. The translation ends 
with three-and-a-half lines of German that 
we understand whether we know German 
or not. We have been led into comprehen
sion by the sheer force of the rhythm, as if 
we have joined the end of a line of dancers 
and, by following their lead, have learned 
the steps:

he looses his hounds on us grants us a 
grave in the air he plays with his vipers 
and daydreams die Tod ist ein Meister 
aus Deutschland 

dein goldenes Haar Margarete 
dein aschenes Haar Sulamith.

For a translator who has listened, Fel- 
stiner confesses, “a hundred times” to a 
recording of Ceian’s own voice reading

(reprinted from Paul Celan: Poet, Survivor, Jew, Yale University Press, 1995) 

O rchestra playing “Death Tango” in Janowska Road Camp, 1942

he whistles his Jews to come close 
he whistles his Jews into rows has them 

shovel a grave in the ground 
he commands us play up for the dance

The associations of “your golden hair 
Margarete” are so rich in Todesfuge that by 
the time they are repeated a third time, Fel- 
stiner allows them to stand in the original 
German. He reminds us that Goethe’s 
famous oak near Weimar was preserved at 
Buchenwald, and that Gounod and Berlioz 
entwined Margarete’s name unforgettably 
with music, but above all, that the girl 
combing her golden hair belongs to Heine’s 
siren at a time when “Die Lorelei” was so 
integral a part of the German psyche that 
the Nazis purged it of its Jewish authorship 
and declared it a German folksong. Twice 
prepared in English for the phrase, we fol
low it into the original without pause, as 
Felstiner cleverly lets the “goldenes Haar”

Todesfuge, the temptation to convey the 
sound of that voice: “ ...when its tension 
catches slightly on the a of aschenes...in 
almost a glottal stop...” must have been 
strong. It might have sounded affected. 
Instead it is wonderfully and terribly 
affecting. Compare Middleton’s solution:

he hunts us down with his dogs in the sky 
he gives us a grave

he plays with his serpents and dreams 
death comes as a master from Germany.

your golden hair Margarete
your ashen hair Shulamith.

Middleton’s inversion is unnecessary, 
while Felstiner’s omission of a pronoun 
catches the precise beat of the original. 
Middleton and Hamburger both ignore the 
change in spelling from Shulamith to 
Sulamith on this third and final repetition.
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Is it significant? Is it meant to place the 
next name firmly in its original Hebrew by 
an alternative transliteration? Felstiner is 
at least sensitive enough to note the 
change. And compare the sinister beauty 
of the night sky, with its stars “all 
sparkling” in Felstiner’s version, before 
dogs and Jews are whistled to heel by the 
romantic letter-writer, with Hamburger's 
flat “the stars are flashing/he whistles his 
pack out/he whistles his Jews out.” In 
“Deathfugue,” Felstiner’s long years of 
attention to Ceian’s cadences allow the 
English reader to hear the music of the 
original, a music that recalls not only the 
dance macabre of the camps but the proof 
text from the “Song of Songs”:

What will ye see in the Shulammite?
As it were a dance of two companies.
Celan himself was a masterly and inven

tive translator. His closest kinship was for 
Osip Mandelstam, but he also translated a 
lot of English verse, including Dickinson 
and Frost and, in his last years, Shakespeare. 
Here, again, Felstiner offers a painstaking 
guide to the German of Ceian’s translations 
by providing parallel texts and literal trans
lations of his translations. Felstiner’s book 
is, as I have noted, a book as much about the 
art of translation as anything else. Through 
his sensitivity to every allusion and cadence 
of the poems as he translates them, you 
familiarize yourself with a poet whose 
obscurity is never impenetrable. Unlike 
Steiner, Felstiner has no hesitancy intruding 
himself into Ceian’s poems. In the end, he 
convinces the reader that Celan meant the 
reader to understand him. The hints are 
there. The odd mysterious phrase is picked 
up in a later poem and made more explicit. If 
Ceian’s poems demand a wide, deep knowl
edge of literature for their every nuance to 
be felt, they are not entirely dependent on 
explication for their effect. How lovely is 
the small poem “There Stood”:

There stood
a sliver of fig on your lip

there stood 
Jerusalem around us

there stood
the bright pine scent
above the Danish ship we thanked,

Istood 
in you.

To hear the echoes of Psalm 122(1 -2) or 
remember the Danes’ courage saving Jews 
from de portation may make the poem 
richer, but it stands on its own as a rare 
bright gem in Ceian’s dark repertoire.

Gail Holst-Warhaft, a poet and translator, 
is an adjunct associate professor o f com
parative literature and classics at Cornell 
University.
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C an Y ou H ea r , B ird 
by John Ashbery
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 175 pages, 
$20.00 cloth

John Bowers

John Ashbery’s latest volume consists 
of 103 poems arranged in alphabetical 
order by title. Why, you ask? Well, why 
not? I t ’s as good a way of arranging 
poems as any. It’s also convenient. If you 
remember the title  of any particular 
poem, you can look it up in this volume 
the same way you look up a word in the 
dictionary. Not only that, but it has an 
arbitrary formality well suited to these 
post-modern times. But, wait a minute, 
there’s another possibility, isn’t there? 
Suppose the ordering of the poems was 
intended to mean something and the titles 
were deliberately chosen, so that arrang
ing them alphabetically would yield that 
very order! Quite a different kettle of 
fish. In that case, the alphabetical 
arrangem ent would only appear to be 
arbitrary. And here is still another possi
bility: suppose the order is simply the 
chronological order in which the poems 
were written, the author having cleverly 
titled them alphabetically ,as he went 
along. Then, the order would reflect a 
historical fact (possibly relevant, possi
bly not) about their composition.

So it seems that even before beginning 
these poems, their very arrangement con
fronts the reader with an unresolvable 
ambiguity, raising difficult questions of 
interpretation and authorial intention. A 
similar strategy governs the composition 
of an Ashbery poem. The idea is to maxi
mize ambiguity and to remove, as far as 
possible, any semblance of logic or narra
tive sequence, thereby making it as diffi
cult as possible for the reader to ascribe 
any fixed interpretation to the poem. This 
has two consequences. On the one hand, 
it forces the reader to rely almost solely 
on the language of the poem itself, with
out imposing preconceived ideas or opin
ions on it. On the other hand, it serves to 
shield from public view anything person
al and private. Ashbery’s poems simulta
neously bedazzle and conceal. Something 
close to an explicit statement of this aes
thetic is to be found in the poem “The 
Problem of Anxiety.” The first stanza 
sounds very much like a personal state
ment:

Fifty years have passed
since I started living in those dark 

towns
I was telling you about.
Well, not much has changed. I still 

can't figure out
how to get from the post office to the 

swings in the park.
Apple trees blossom in the cold, not 

from conviction,
and my hair is the color of dandelion

fluff-

Though much of this is quite obscure 
(what dark towns are being referred to?, 
who was being told about them?, why is 
it so hard to get from the post office to 
the swings in the park?, is that a symbol 
of some deeper problem?, what would it 
mean for an apple tree to blossom “from 
conviction”?, and so forth), nevertheless 
it appears as though this were the begin
ning of a modern, plain-spoken sum
ming-up of a familiar sort, the archetypal 
American poem-of-experience. Abruptly, 
in the second stanza, the poet turns on the 
reader, asking rhetorically:

Suppose this poem were about you— 
would you

put in the things I've carefully left out:
descriptions of pain, and sex, and how
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shiftily
people behave toward each other?

Immediately answering his own ques
tion, he says in disarmingly colloquial 
fashion:

Naw, that's
all in some book it seems.

What then is left for poet to communi
cate to reader?

For you
I've saved the descriptions of chicken 

sandwiches,
and the glass eye that stares at me in 

amazement
from the bronze mantel, and will never 

be appeased.

On the one hand, the banalities of 
everyday life (“descriptions of chicken 
sandwiches”); on the other hand, an 
obscure, almost surrealistic, private sym
bol of the poet’s anxiety (“the glass eye 
that stares at me in amazement from the 
bronze mantel, and will never be 
appeased”). Going back now to the first 
stanza, we see that its peculiar combina
tion of obscure menace and vague banal
ity is fully consistent with the aesthetic 
outlined in the second stanza. No, the 
prurient reader will get no particulars of 
the poet’s personal life with which to 
construct an interpretation, only banali
ties on the one hand, and obscure sources 
of anxiety on the other.

As we know from his past work, when 
A shbery’s tw o-pronged poetics of 
bedazzlement and concealment works 
well, the result can be quite astonishing: 
you are left with simultaneous feelings 
of wonderment and wisdom, not quite 
knowing by what m ysterious means 
either was conjured— like the victim of a 
sleight of hand trick. You have a distinct 
feeling of meaning (and m eaningful
ness) that (somewhat d isturbingly) 
eludes precise analysis: you feel that 
you know som ething that you don’t 
quite understand. It’s like having a word 
“on the tip of your tongue” : you know 
it’s there, but you can’t quite access it. 
There is no doubt that Ashbery’s best 
poetry has an effect. The crucial critical 
question is: is the effect real or merely a 
trick?

With some reluctance (but a fair degree 
of certainty), I have come to the conclu
sion that in this volume at least, the 
“Ashbery effect” is all too often a trick, 
that in all but a very small number of 
poems what is presented is an illusion of 
poetic truth, not the real thing. The poem 
just quoted is one of a very few in this 
volume that seems to me to have some
thing genuine to say. A more characteris
tic production is the one that begins this 
volume, “A Day at the Gate”:

A loose and dispiriting 
wind took over from the grinding of 

traffic.
Clouds from the distillery 
blotted out the sky. Ocarina sales plum

meted.

Believe you me it was a situation 
Aladdin's lamp might have ameliorated. 

And where was I?
Among architecture, magazines, recy

cled fish,
waiting for the wear and tear 
to show up on my chart. Good luck, 
bonne chance. Remember me to the 

zithers
and their friends, the ondes martenot. 
Only I say: What comes this way with

ers
automatically And the fog, drastically. 

As one mercurial teardrop glazes

an empire's classified documents, so 
other softnesses decline the angles 
of the waiting. Tall, pissed-off, 
dressed in this day's clothes, 
holding its umbrella, he half turned 

away
with a shooshing sound. Said he needed 

us.
Said the sky shall be kelly green 

tonight.

The word that immediately comes to 
mind here is cute. This poem, and many 
others like it, is a creampuff: the first one 
tastes great, but eat a few more and you 
start to feel sick. Worse yet, i t’s senti
mental. Once you get past the imprecise
ly ominous opening lines, the jokey 
absurdist imagery (“Ocarina sales plum
m eted.” ), the disingenuous colloqui
alisms (“believe you me”), the redundant 
French, the obscure vocabulary, the mock 
archaic diction (“What comes this way 
withers/automatically.”), the pompously 
meaningless pronouncements (“As one 
mercurial teardrop glozes/an em pire’s 
classified documents, so/other softnesses 
decline the angles/of the waiting.”), and 
the mock apocalyptic conclusion (“...Said 
he needed us./Said the sky shall be kelly 
green tonight.”), what’s left? Nothing but 
vague sentiment. The poem is in fact a 
bag of tricks, and not much else.

Occasionally, Ashbery tries to get by 
without his usual rhetorical machinery. 
The results are often disastrously senti
mental, as in the first two stanzas of “No 
Longer Very Clear”:

It is true that l can no longer remember 
very well

the time when we first began to know 
each other.

However, I do remember very well
the first time we met. You walked in 

sunlight,
holding a daisy. You said, "Children 

rttake unreliable witnesses."

Now, so long after that time,
I keep the spirit of it throbbing still.
The ideas are still the same, and they 

expand
to fill vast, antique cubes.

Could anything be cornier than the first 
stanza? Or more banal than “Now, so 
long after that time/I keep the spirit of it 
throbbing still.” And no, it doesn’t help 
matters at all to add, “The ideas are still 
the same, and they expand/to fill vast, 
antique cubes.” The thought of vast, 
antique cubes filled with sentiments as 
cloying as these is pretty horrific.

Or consider the poem “Palindrome,” an 
amusing, if somewhat coy, meditation on 
the virtual infinity of possible but non
occurring words:

In the days of French film  and infanti
cide

and red flannel hash, words we kept for 
trading

up, which were later lost, other lost 
words,

angry at being snubbed for so many 
years,

surrounded us like owls in a boathouse. 
“To whom

are we indebted for the honorable occa
sion?" Words

no dictionary ever knew, or acknowl
edged having known, 

like "spludge" or "parentitis." But 
then, what can we do, 

there are so many, like zillions of bats 
emerging from a cave at sunset, feeling 

the cool air
thread deliciously down their mem

branes. Yet they too 
can get us in trouble.

So far, so good. But then, mystifyingly,

The Ashbery Effect
the poem comes to a sudden and bizarre 
conclusion with a cloyingly sentimental 
image of a child:

And it's fun  to play along, 
ears cocked for no special din, until the 

thud
of morning commences, and a child 

appears,
etched on the air of my room.

Okay, Okay, I realize that the first line 
mentions “infanticide” , hence the title 
“Palindrome.” (Get it? The poem begins 
and ends with the same idea! And i t ’s 
about words!) But that’s just a formal 
trick, not a poetic truth, and the fact 
remains that nothing in the poem justifies 
its melodramatically banal conclusion.

Looking through this volume, I am 
struck by how frequently Ashbery

indulges in the pathetic fallacy. The 
poem quoted above, “A Day at the Gate,” 
starts with the line: “A loose and dispirit
ing/ wind took over from the grinding of 
the traffic .” The poem “Dull Mauve,” 
ends with the following lines:

Many things were going on. And the 
moon, poised

on the ridge like an enormous, smooth

grapefruit, understood 
the importance of each and wasn't 

going
to make one's task any easier, though 

we loved her.

Other examples:

[The seasonj's air
wants nothing to do with any of us.

(“Anxiety and Hardwood Floors”)

But everybody can see the 
sun, abashed and unashamed, pummel- 

ing through the rusted 
curtains.

(“Anxiety and Hardwood Floors”)

The hamlet stroked its reflection in a 
plum— it wasn't crooning now, not for 

generic
supplies, anyway.

(“Atonal Music”)

The road started to get rough with me.
A mere 800 feet away the car wept 
on its blocks

(“Can You Hear, Bird”)

It may have been the grass praying 
for renewal, even though it meant their 

death,
the individual blades,...

(“Heavenly Arts Polka”)

Like a coffee table, the chair slides 
across the polished floor— its aides have 

brushed its sides 
again.

(“Hegel”)

It's enough if the summer night light
can chasten, the tree-barbs sustain you
on their perjured breath.

("Quick Question”)

beneath a paper-bag colored sun that 
wants

to cast no light.
(“Reverie and Caprice”)

The weather has a choke hold on foresee
ing

what happens to it.
(“See How You Like My Shoes”)

Impatient dawns arrive.
(“The Confronters”)

Avuncular and teeming, the kind lug
gage

hosed down the original site.
(“The Green Mummies”)

And a triangular shadow whose apex is 
my toe

comes to tell me of my rights, warning 
me

of perjury,...
(“The Sea”)

To forestall criticism, Ashbery system
atically blurs the boundary between farce 
and “serious” writing, creating, as critics 
have noted, a characteristic pastiche 
which permits him to pass off absurdist 
rhetoric that might, in another context, 
seem nonsensical, or even irresponsible, 
as merely whimsical or amusing.

The opposite danger is that the work 
may reduce to mere comedy. To avoid 
this, Ashbery pieces together a collage of 
sentences, barely related, if at all, by 
either logic or narrative, throws in a few 
easily understood sentiments, an enig
matic title, and an obscure but signifi
cant-sounding conclusion. All too often, 
the result is a poem that sounds consider
ably more important than it is. Most of 
the poems in this volume are too long to 
quote in their entirety, but the following 
one might be taken as representative of 
this disturbing tendency:
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Trem endous O utpouring

According to most of these people, a 
good "ladle"

is hard to get— mothers of such things, 
the cousins, added on, 

splashing and crying. / brushed him.
Let others watch

the espaliered proof, the tapered belfry. 
The human gust.

Little things like that— would I 
like to request it? No.
In the cold night, spun out of the past, 
the names. Frost. An obscure petulance 

fattens the rafters
overhead, bulges the curtains. The’ciga- 

rette boat
goes out. The urban brewery 
coincided with the jingle in my pants 
to chill those ways.

Ashbery has always shared with some 
of the Language poets a fondness for 
writing that has all the outward appurte
nances of w ell-constructed discourse, 
but which in fact resists coherent inter
pretation. In this volume, he takes this 
method to the extreme edge of compre
hensibility, well beyond anything that 
occurs in his previous work. While I am 
sure that it would be possible, with some 
ingenuity, to construct an explicit inter
pretation for this poem, I am equally 
sure that to do so would be to miss the 
point. It is abstract in the same way that 
a non-representational painting is 
abstract. There is simply no point in 
looking for a clear meaning or reference. 
Rather, the poem is a verbal collage that 
suggests all sorts of meanings but refus
es to be pinned down in any way, seman
tically . As m entioned earlier, such 
poems can induce a certain psychologi
cal e ffec t—a feeling of meaning that 
eludes precise characterization . Yet 
while such experiments are interesting, 
and while Ashbery may well be the 
cleverest and most sophisticated practi
tioner of this art, there is a limit to how 
long they can engage the intellect and 
the emotions. In my judgm ent, far too 
many of the poems in this book are of 
this sort. Furthermore, when Ashbery 
does attempt to write less obscurely, the 
results are all too often sentimental and 
unconvincing.

On the other hand, this volume also con
tains a number of poem that are purely 
humorous and satirical. In these, Ash
bery’s wit and sophistication work to great 
advantage. Poems such as “...by an Earth
quake” (a send-up of the soaps), “My Phi
losophy of Life” (what it would be like to 
live “the way philosophers live, according 
to a set of principles”), “Sleepers Awake” 
(how the great authors slept through the 
writing of their most famous works), and 
“Today’s Academicians” (an attack on 
current-day higher criticism) are genuine
ly funny. Ashbery has a real talent for 
deflating the pretensions of the pompous, 
as well as an acute ear for the absurd. I 
only wish that he would use his multifari
ous abilities in this way more often, 
instead of wasting them in creating his 
own forms of pretension and pomposity.

Before concluding, I should mention 
what at first glance appears to be a radi
cally new departure for Ashbery. The 
poem “Tuesday Evening” consists of 117 
quatrains with the alternating rhyme 
scheme abab. Does this signal the begin
ning of a return to the grand tradition of 
English poetry, an abandonment of the 
experimental stance that he has adopted 
throughout his career? On the contrary: 
in Ashbery’s hands, rhyme becomes sim
ply another formal method for exploring 
the limits of arbitrariness in poetry. The 
first six stanzas of the poem are sufficient 
to give a flavor of the whole:

see Ashbery, page 11
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Poets in the Essay’s House

Moors, Haworth, N orth Yorkshire (reprinted from Only the Dance, University o f South Carolina Press, 1994)

O nly the Dance. Essays on T ime and
M em ory

Judith Kitchen
University of South Carolina Press, 
$14.95, 175 pages

G reat Topics of the W orld 
Albert Goldbarth 
Godine, $11, 193 pages

Fred Muratori
Ever since Wordsworth made poetry 

safe for autobiography — a Romantic 
impulse temporarily dampened by mod
ernism and the impersonal strictures of 
New Criticism , only to be revived by 
Lowell and the Confessionals — poets 
have relied less on the essay as an avenue 
for discussing the self. These days, when 
American poets write nonfiction prose, 
more often than not they’ll choose poetry 
as their subject, extending the tradition 
exemplified in our century by the literary 
essays of Eliot, Jarrell, Stevens, and 
Bogan, to name only a few. Certainly, 
poets do take on other, non-literary sub
jects — Diane Ackerman and Wendell 
Berry are accomplished nature writers — 
and, as a series of special issues of the 
now-defunct Antaeus reminded us — you 
can always coax a poet to write with gusto 
about paintings, food, or personal reading 
tastes.

But essays of this sort assume familiar 
shapes: a thesis is asserted and developed, 
an experience sensitively recounted, an 
aesthetic quality analyzed. Because the 
form carries a legacy of its own, apart 
from other literary genres, the poet visits 
the essay as a child visits the house of a 
stranger; one must respect the property, be 
polite, and above all leave the surround
ings exactly as found, with nothing dis
turbed or out of place, no chewing gum 
stuck under the coffee table. The satisfied 
reader sighs with the assurance that poets 
can actually write — you know, with real 
sentences and paragraphs — after all.

But in Judith Kitchen and Albert Gold
barth we find two poets who, yes, wipe 
their feet before entering the House of the 
Essay, but once inside set about re-arrang- 
ing the furniture. Down comes the Laura 
Ashley wallpaper; out goes the beige shag 
carpet. Both exercise the poet’s special 
talent for associative leaps, the ability to 
view language through an altogether dif
ferent lens than that used by a prose writer 
schooled in the logical consistencies of 
narrative. Their purpose is not to master 
the traditional essay form, but to alter it in 
the direction of the poem. Only the Dance 
and Great Topics o f  the World share a 
focus on time and its most treasured, 
beguiling symptom, memory, especially 
the area in which personal and cultural 
memory intersect. But each writer 
employs a very different, individualized 
— indeed poetic i— strategy, taking the act 
of remembrance to a new plane on which 
the perception of time is synchronous, past 
and future whirling in a maypole dance 
around the present until, as Yeats would 
say, “all the gyres converge in one.” They 
begin with the assumption that no 
moment, event, or artifact is wasted or 
unimportant, that each has its place in the 
imagination’s reconstruction of a life.

• • •

A contributor’s note — the literary 
magazine’s equivalent of the sound byte 
biography — would describe Judith 
Kitchen as a poet (Perennials), editor, and 
critic (Understanding William Stafford); if 
an extra line were available, one might 
also read that she is the mother of two 
grown sons, was raised in upstate New 
York, has lived in Britain and Brazil, and 
is an ardent student of the process of con
structing a life, an aficionado of becom
ing. Well, you might not read that last bit.

But, she confesses, rationalizing a desire 
to eavesdrop on the conversations of oth
ers, "I’m interested in how other people 
manage the business of getting from here 
to there.” Traveling — through both space 
and time — is a recurring motif in this col
lection of eleven essays interspersed with 
sections of a Welsh vacation diary. With 
memory serving as mediator and spiritual 
odometer, as both source and destination, 
the movement of the self — or one’s ever- 
shifting idea of the self — demands a pre
sentation no linear narrative structure can 
adequately accommodate.

Take, for example, Kitchen’s essay, 
“Research.” Combining passages from 
Henri Bergson, newspaper clippings, old 
family papers, and personal remem
brances with her own philosophical reflec
tions, she attempts to establish or recog
nize the pattern of her own presence — 
implicitly defined here as knowledge — 
through a welter of perceptions, family 
memoirs and “facts” scattered across time, 
bound together insofar as they are consid
ered by a single consciousness. Her strate
gy in arranging the varied elements 
involved in recollecting a self is less 
methodical than intuitive and stems from 
Bergson’s observation that the present 
shapes the selection of memories consti
tuting a past:

I don't have to make the pieces of the jig
saw fit. They simply do. It's my life, after 
all — they're supposed to fit. Slip into it. 
See how easily it covers all the spaces, a 
little loose where memory gaps, but basi
cally made-to-order by the tailor of time. 
If it is part of a larger past, then 1 do not 
know it as I live it. What I know is the part 
that turns toward the future, that places 
this piece next to that until part of the pic
ture reveals itself.

Intuition — the sense that one detail is 
more “right” or telling than another — 
governs the way Kitchen turns “...toward 
the present, taking from it what it needs to 
keep shaping the past,” and it serves her 
marvelously well in organizing the rich 
variety of what she finds: her physicist- 
father’s oddly engineered badminton rac
quets (“You don’t play to win — you play 
to see what will happen”), the second- 
grade presidential election in which Nor
man Thomas gets one vote (guess 
whose?), a Watergate theory based on 
Hollywood typecasting, Morris dancers on 
a village green, first news of Hiroshima, a 
terrifying recollection of a flooding farm,

her grandfather’s pronouncements on the 
value of reading Proust. Patterns are dis
cerned, ideas echoed, new knowledge 
gained, and the present makes sudden and 
unexpected sense of the past, which in turn 
leads to intimations of the future. And 
what’s most gratifying is that the reader 
seems to experience this process along 
with the writer, sharing the sense of coin
cidence and revelation.

But a complete picture of identity 
demands more than a composite of child
hood epiphanies and those moments of joy 
or extremity that families often take the 
trouble to record. There’s social identity to 
consider as well, and in an essay titled 
“Midge” — the name of the smart, caring, 
competent, but non-blonde, non-bomb
shell Jimmy Stewart d idn 't pursue in 
Hitchcock’s Vertigo — Kitchen defines 
the character played by Barbara Bel Ged- 
des as metaphor for feminism, opposing 
that of the shallow, cold but haunting 
Madeleine/Carlotta played by Kim Novak, 
the romanticized object of desire men have 
created: “No, they don’t want Midge... She 
blows out the candles and turns out the 
lights. She stands before them — in her 
glaring equality — and dares them to want 
what they already know.” But for a young 
girl coping with adolescence in the 1950s, 
reconciling the two opposing models 
becomes an uncertain challenge:

In the mirror, the frantic face of my gener
ation. Don't ask us who we are. We might 
tell you. We might tell you what it is to 
pretend we don't know the answers in 
class, to pretend to be dumb so boys will 
ask us out. We pretend other things, too, 
in our strapless gowns and rosebud cor
sages, our gossip and giggling, our perpet
ual simulated sophistication. We burst 
through the door asking what Teresa 
Brewer sang tonight on Your Hit Parade. 
We could be Teresa Brewer — but her 
voice betrays her; there's something dark 
and hidden. Something more like the 
furtive back seats of cars, the rough-and- 
tumble petting on the floor of the den, the 
sexy dream that leaps from the screen and 
seduces us all.

Kitchen injects Sylvia Plath’s poetry 
and notebook entries into the conversation 
as well (What I want back is what I 
was./...Before the brooch-pin and the 
salve/Fixed me in this parenthesis), find
ing in Plath’s writing the confirmation and 
solace she and others might have assimi
lated in their own lives to keep from swal

lowing — or being swallowed by — the 
manufactured illusions of popular culture.

Only the Dance is scenic and sharp, 
unpredictable and meditative, a scintillat
ing example of what memory can tell us 
about our present and future, and how the 
present lends coherence to the past. True, 
other people’s lives must struggle for rele
vance against our own, distract us some
how from our immediate preoccupations, 
but K itchen’s family — she includes a 
generous selection of their photographs — 
proves to be as articulate, as colorful, and 
as eccentric as any family we might wish 
to be a part of. And in essays like “Robert 
Jimmy Allen” and “Not Less Because: 
Ways of Looking at Wallace Stevens” (an 
empathic im provisation on lines from 
Stevens’ poems) she gives heft to the 
assumption that literature changes lives, 
makes them singular: “The nature of liter
ature is individual. The literary T  speaks 
from the self; it opposes community. It is 
the private, briefly made public through 
the shared medium of language. This is its 
very reason for being.”

• • •

Singularity is also a hallmark of Albert 
Goldbarth’s work, and those familiar with 
the everything-but-the-kitchen-sink-cos- 
mos encompassed by his ubiquitous 
poems will find themselves comfortably at 
the mercy of his mad but benign genius in 
Great Topics o f the World. An omniscient 
presence with a vested interest in details, 
Goldbarth may well be the only living 
writer who can get away with titles like 
“The History of the Universe Is Important 
to This S tcy ,” a feat he accomplishes by 
making the reader believe that he really 
does have an insider’s view of human his
tory, that there really are connections 
between the extravagances of Prague’s 
Rudolf II, the nature of DNA, and neigh
bor Itzie “The Discount Siding and Paint 
Prince” Mandelbaum’s sleazy adultery in 
1962 Chicago, or between Edgar Rice 
Burroughs’ Mars, the creator of Krazy 
Kat, and the courtship of G oldbarth’s 
grandparents. If James Burke had a 
stronger sense of humor than even he 
thinks he has, the droll British historian 
would be hard-pressed to out-Rube Gold
berg Goldbarth in plotting the crazy-quilt 
nervous system of history. But then Burke, 
like any scholar on a grant, must bow to 
the reality of recorded, university press- 
approved fact; as a poet, G oldbarth’s 
imagination knows no statute of limita
tions on cause and effect, no incident 
buried in the “clefts and swells” of the
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past that might not somehow ripple out to 
his own life, taking its place in the “pop- 
historical voyeuristic pseudo-memoir” he 
seems to have invented.

And the bridges from civilization’s past 
to Goldbarth’s can be wildly incongruous. 
In an essay titled “Delft,” the unit of mea
surement from van Leeuwenhoek’s inven
tion of the microscope to our hero’s incip
ient love life in the late 1960s is the lowly 
flea:

But Leeuwenhoek is the reverse-Galileo 
from whom it's most tempting to date the 
birth of a wholly new understanding. 
Before him, sight stopped at the dot of a 
flea. It wasn't of course that sight could 
not go further so much as that "further" 
didn't exist. Our vision through knowable 
space was infinite.
After Leeuwenhoek, vision was finite, 
simply because known space came into 
being at which the eyes' gaze failed.
The cosmos, which had been hierarchi
cal, now was incremental. The difference 
this makes. The resonances.
The flea, which had been the final blank 
wall of the world, became the door to a 
new world. There the flea was a looming 
leviathan. We might call those units fleas, 
by which the space between two worlds 
is m easured — and by which we leap 
across.

Zoom ahead two centuries or so later, 
to the days when Goldbarth “was so new 
that [his] heart squeaked like a boot fresh 
from the box.” Leaping into a new uni
verse of sensual geometries graphed by 
the Sexual Revolution (“that lim ited 
range of ourselves we understood in 
t h o s e  hazed over days to be our whole 
ex istence”), h e  e n c o u n t e r s  t h e  l i t t l e  
world-spanning pests for the first time 
t h a n k s  to his lover’s “pug-snouted mar
malade tabby so evolved toward feline 
unapproachability, sharing its fleas with 
us seemed its singlemost warmhearted 
gesture.” Above the young lovers’ bed 
hangs a print of Vermeer’s View o f Delft, 
Leeuwenhoek’s birthplace, one of those 
not-so-coincidental links and opportuni
ties for controlled digression that Gold
barth weaves through his labyrinthine 
essays like Theseus’ thread.

And so we have a meditation on the 
microscope, the flea (especially the con
nection between fleas and sex), Vermeer, 
the plague, flea circuses, breaking up, 
making up, and the way one’s own youth 
recedes from the present until it seems 
someone else’s. Still, the main ingredient 
in Goldbarth’s idea-stew is kindness, or at 
least empathy. His pleasure in construct
ing the potential of the past bubbles 
through the verbal acrobatics and encyclo
pedic references; his narrative omni-
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science works to humanize his subjects 
within the context of their own existence, 
not to march out as literary word fodder. 
“Planet earth,” he writes, “has long ties 
and cunning grapnels,” and Goldbarth 
knows just how long and how cunning 
these can be, even in a single pimply 
unsure life, an adolescence spent reading 
science fiction and daydreaming about the 
girl in home room, or a graying middle- 
age in the process of discovering that 
what has come before it — shaped it — 
could not have been understood before 
this present, this particular now, and that 
tomorrow will alter even that understand
ing.

Did Amy Lowell really ride on a train 
to Arizona with Goldbarth’s grandma 
Rosie in 1912, thinking that this foreign 
woman with “three roughwoven scarves 
worn simultaneously” must surely be a 
bomb-toting anarchist? Did Rabbi Loew, 
alchemist and supposed creator of the 
mythic, avenging Golem, really join 
Kepler and Tycho Brahe for dinner, 
debate, and star gazing? Did Goldbarth’s 
grandpa Louie actually give Percival 
Lowell a pair of rose-colored glasses, 
which he used to revision the southwest
ern landscape as the dunes of Mars? It 
doesn’t matter, since encounters like 
these are imagined so finely, with such 
attention to gesture, smell, and texture 
that they seem infinitely more real, more 
authentic, than last week’s instant-crisis 
m ini-series on CNN or the jackknifed 
tractor-trailer on the local news. When 
Goldbarth talks about Mars “with its 
umlaut of moons,” or says of a lover: “all 
by herself she outnumbered me,” or 
admits to a “pencil’s-worth of compre
hension” in deciphering the alien worlds 
o f  t im e  a n d  c h a n g e ,  h e  r e v e a l s  a  g e n t l e 
ness that tempers all the smartass Buck 
Rogers zap-and-zowie he’s famous for. 
Here’s a poet who keeps his space helmet 
on tight among the flat, cratered plains of 
prose, one who knows that our earth is 
both the closest and most distant planet 
imaginable, and that in fact it exists to be 
imagined — not as it appears, but as our 
hearts know it to be.

The greatest confidence a writer can 
entrust to a reader is his or her own pat
tern of thought, the topographic map of 
one’s private road to knowledge and self- 
awareness within a cluttered, often surre
al culture. Judith Kitchen and Albert 
Goldbarth give no less than that.

Fred M uratori is the author o f  two 
poetry collections. His reviews and 
essays have appeared in American 
Book Review, Northwest Review, New 
England Review, and Library Journal. 
His poetry appeared in Best American 
Poetry, 1994.

For John Logan

No, John, it's the other way around, 
only

dream
can, does change

the dreamer.

Once in my hometown, I saw a beggar-boy 
on a mango tree by the dusty roadside 
blow soap bubbles, 
munch a yellow guava.

Asked him:
what are you doing up there, lazy boy?

Rainbows
yes rainbows blowing with dreambows

he giggled
puffed a million bubbles to the sun.

I shunt city to city.
After lilacs and magnolias, the season 
is honeysuckled.
M y mind wanders away.
On Ithaca streets, I smell
fresh hay and jasmines of Orissa —

my home.

The night sky slowly turns into a lake; 
stars fluorescent fishes.

I row on waves of white clouds, 
hear an old Sawar dance-song:

To live, my brother, is to set sail
your dream-boats,
and time will dance with you.

For Buddha

Shaven-headed, mendicant prince ofLumbini, 
the wheel does not move; 
bodhi leaves fall sick.
In the mango groves, gnashing of teeth.

How long must you wait at the threshold? 
Suffering will not cease, 
for we indulge in it. Desire we may give up. 
What about fear?

Ages pass. Still you wait.
Like Saranath's holy stupa. We remember 
you in legends.

Siddhartha, buiy yourself among lotus leaves 
out of compassion for your sake.

—Deba P. Patnaik

Deba P. Patnaik lives and writes in Ithaca, N.Y.
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T h e  R e tre a t to  R elig ion
Peter Pfarrer

Steven Chapman’s essay, “Toward an 
Environmentalist Poetics” (Bookpress, 
February 1996), is a striking example of 
the trend toward spiritualism in the envi
ronmental movement. In it, Chapman 
seeks “to formulate what a literary compo
nent of a holistic ecological worldview 
might be.” This enterprise is undermined, 
however, by Chapman’s assumptions 
about ecology and nature, which are pred
icated on New Age mysticism and the 
intuitions of Romantic poetry rather than 
on scientific knowledge. Chapman’s essay 
ends up sentimentalizing nature and sim
plifying our relation to it, a stance which 
can only make environmentalism a less 
effective political force, and poetry a less 
interesting art.

Chapman begins by wrongly depicting 
the environmental crisis as a threat to the 
earth itself, rather than to its current 
inhabitants. While it is true that humani
ty’s self-destructive behavior is leading to 
the extinction of species at an unparalleled 
rate, it is false to suggest that the “preser
vation of the natural world” is at stake. 
The natural world has survived billions of 
years of cataclysmic destruction and 
change. As Lynn Margulis, the author of 
the symbiogenetic theory of cell evolu
tion, points out in a recent issue of the 
New York Times Magazine, “There’s no 
doubt that Gaia can compensate for our 
output of greenhouse gases, but the envi
ronment that’s left will not be happy for 
any people.” Though species and ecosys
tems rise and fall, the earth itself is not a 
fragile thing. Its depiction as such by some 
environmentalists, while understandable, 
is in fact damaging. It elevates our sense 
of human significance and reduces the 
earth to the role of a victim, a role that, 
judging from today’s political climate, 
tends to promote hostility.

This belittling of the earth’s staying 
power is part of a larger sentimentalizing 
of nature in Chapman’s piece. In his sam
pling of “poets who are sensitive to the 
primary poetry of the earth,” Chapman 
focuses on writers working in environ
ments long stripped of their wildness, 
whose poems are products as much of 
their education and culture as of their 
“organic imagination.” It would be inter
esting to apply Chapman’s ecological par
adigm to a poet such as Robinson Jeffers, 
whose writing is certainly “in touch with 
its native soil,” and whose commitment to 
“a deeper materialism of rocks and trees” 
has kept him permanently out of academic 
favor. Jeffers’ work reveals a substantial 
knowledge of the physical world: the 
movements of the sky, the habits of ani
mals, the names of trees. Arguing that “to 
feel/greatly, and understand greatly, and 
express greatly, the/natural/beauty, is the 
sole business of poetry,” Jeffers’ vision is 
nonetheless out of step with Chapman’s 
more harmonious poetics, because it sees 
that ‘the natural’ encompasses the violent, 
the destructive, and the indifferent. Chap
man’s environmental poetics seems to 
focus on the kind of nature that is safe for 
a person “to sit dreamily in” and write 
poems about. Whether it can accommo
date the unconscious and often brutal 
processes of nature is not so clear.

At the heart of Chapman’s vision is a 
wish to humanize nature, to provide it 
with a creative self-consciousness which 
only conscious beings possess. He is 
espousing a kind of pantheism, and while 
this view is much in vogue among envi
ronmental thinkers these days, it has no 
scientific basis. Chapman’s blithe dis
missal of Darwin’s theory of evolution is 
almost shocking in its complacency. Cit
ing “the New Biology,” whatever that is, 
Chapman assures us that we now “under
stand the earth as a living organism (call it 
Gaia if you want) whose greater purpo

siveness includes not only developmental 
stability but creative self-expression.” 
This is nonsense. Although some scien
tists, such as Stuart Kauffman of the Santa 
Fe Institute, are currently wrestling with 
potential laws of self-organization and 
complexity in the universe, no major sci
entific thinker endorses such a personified 
or purposeful view of the planet. Even 
James Lovelock, author of the Gaia 
hypothesis, has come to insist that all he 
ever meant by his idea was that the inter
actions of our planet’s climate and ecosys
tems work as if the earth were a self-regu
lating organism. The difference in stress is 
one that the New Age movement ignores, 
and this fact, unfortunately, has cost Love

lock much well deserved respect in the 
scientific community.

More importantly, to suggest that the 
Neo-Darwinian synthesis of evolutionary 
theory, with its overall stress on random 
mutation and natural selection, is some
how passd, is simply to ignore the over
whelming majority of contemporary biol
ogists who adhere to the view that evolu
tionary processes are governed by natural 
law, not metaphysical forces of “creative 
energy and love.” Scientists have estab
lished Darwin’s theory as the only game 
in town; over the past 130 years, it has 
accommodated and assim ilated every 
“revolution” that has arisen within and 
against it. In doing so, it has single-hand
edly united the fields of biology, genet
ics, embryology, geology, paleontology, 
zoology, and ethology, and its influence 
is trickling over into the fragmented 
realm of the social sciences and humani
ties. Contemporary thinkers are also 
addressing the philosophical implications 
of what Michael Ruse calls “The Darwin
ian Paradigm.” Daniel Dennett’s book, 
Darwin's Dangerous Idea, is an obvious 
example of this trend. Even his academic 
rival, the philosopher John Searle, states 
in his book, The Construction o f Social 
Reality, that it is necessary “to make 
some substantive presuppositions about 
how the world is in fa c t (my italics) in 
order that we can even pose the questions 
we are trying to answer.” According to 
Searle, the evolution of all living things, 
including humans, by the process of nat
ural selection, is “not up for grabs. [It is] 
not, so to speak, optional for us as citi
zens of the late twentieth and early twen

ty-first century.” While it’s to be expect
ed that literary theorists would deny the 
relevance of biology to their work (I once 
provoked the indignation of a theory 
teacher by daring to suggest that our sta
tus as mammals might account for some 
aspects of our behavior), one would think 
that environmentalists, with their roots in 
ecology, would steadfastly turn to sci
ence, rather than religion, to buttress 
their arguments.

Instead, we have seen a recent prolifera
tion of eco-spiritual books and speakers, 
all professing their quasi-religious views 
as an alternative to the “detached” and 
“destructive” mindset of western culture 
and science. It is true that modern science 
has contributed to our degradation of the

natural world, but then, of course, so has 
every other aspect of our culture, includ
ing spirituality. In a time of resurgent reli
gious fundamentalism, when creationists 
are winning elections to school boards and 
Congress, and when the traditional 
alliances of the Left are breaking down, is 
an anti-modernist, anti-scientific stance 
the position the environmental movement 
should be taking? Chapman writes that 
“the spiritual history of the West, espe
cially during the last two hundred years, 
has been one of progressive disenchant
ment and the elimination of the sacred 
from most people’s daily lives.” Pat 
Buchanan, running strong in the Republi
can polls at the time of this writing, would 
heartily agree. And, having a similar dis
dain for the harsh realities that science has 
presented us, he too would advocate a 
‘rediscovery of the sacred,’ but I think we 
can assume that it wouldn’t look much 
like Chapman’s “poetological celebration 
of the earth.”

I find the retreat to religion that Chap
man’s piece represents regrettable but 
understandable. The past few years have 
been a time of spiritual searching for me. 
During this time, I have sought in nature 
a sense of the sacred that seems to be 
missing from so much of modern life. In 
graduate school, I wrote a thesis on the 
pastoral poetry of Mary Oliver and its 
relationship to spiritual values, and a year 
ago, I gave a reading at a local Unitarian 
Church suggesting that its mission in the 
21st century should be to develop a 
“green” spirituality. Although my views 
have changed, I still believe very deeply, 
as Chapman does, that “nature matters,”

and that poetry, along with the other arts, 
should celebrate its beauty and centrality 
to our lives. Like him, I often feel despair 
over the magnitude of the environmental 
crisis and “the indifference of most acad
emic discourses.” But I’ve come to think 
that this crisis represents more than the 
greed and pathology of the West, or the 
lack of spirituality in people’s lives. I see 
it instead as bound up in our superficial 
and inflated conception of ourselves. As 
my appreciation for the insights of mod
ern science, and particularly Darwinism, 
has grown, I have begun to accept the 
proposition that what we are up against in 
the environm ental struggle is human 
nature, which is to say, we are up against 
nature.

Religion, like poetry, has its truths. 
Charles Lyell, the geologist who estab
lished uniform itarianism  as a guiding 
principle in science, once likened Natural 
Selection to the three-faced Hindu deity: 
Shiva, the destroyer; Vishnu, the preserv
er; and Brahma, the creator. Despite its 
encampment on the other side of the ideal- 
ist/materialist divide, much of eastern reli
gious thought shares with Darwinism a 
reluctance to attribute intentions and/or 
values to nature. Because of this, neither 
discourse has to address the question 
inevitably raised by the claims of the 
monotheistic religions, and by Chapman’s 
piece: why would a loving God (or Uni
verse) create a world in which living 
organisms must prey upon each other in 
order to survive, in which all beings (and 
most species) must eventually die? The 
world, as Buddha taught, is full of suffer
ing. Do we really want to attribute such a 
world to a sentient being or force?

What but the wolfs tooth whittled so fine
the fleet limbs of the antelope?
What but fear winged the birds, and 

hunger
Jeweled with such eyes the great goshawk's 

head?
Violence has been the sire of all the world's 

values.
—Robinson Jeffers

If we are to preserve what is sacred in 
nature, including our own species, we’re 
going to have to let go of two similarly 
value-laden conceptions of it. Nature is 
neither the loving m anifestation of a 
beneficent “force” or “creator,” nor the 
static and passive victim of our own 
“unnatural” behavior. Nature just is, in all 
its awesome and terrible beauty. As for 
our preservation of the contemporary 
environment, our real choices are limited. 
We can conserve sections of it as “wilder
ness,” safe havens for biodiversity which 
can serve as living testaments to our natur
al heritage. We can decrease our habits of 
consumption and increase our use of 
renewable resources. We can use our soci
ety’s legal system to create and enforce 
environmental laws, which, in the best 
utilitarian fashion, protect the health and 
happiness of citizens. We can even work 
toward an environmental poetics. But we 
cannot turn our back on science. We are 
dependent upon it to show us the way 
toward the sustainable future that we all 
presumably desire. That it will be a global 
(and therefore technological) future is at 
this point beyond doubt. And, whether it 
survives or becomes extinct, it too will be 
a manifestation of nature.

W e’re going to have to create a new 
paradigm in which we weigh the values 
we cherish against our growing knowl
edge of the intrinsic and extrinsic con
straints of nature. The blueprints for such 
a paradigm already exist. They were pub
lished 137 years ago under the title The 
Origin o f Species; we just haven’t read 
them yet.

Peter Pfarrer lives in Ithaca and teaches 
high school English in Newfield.
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A shbery
continued from page 7

She plundered the fun in his hair.
The others were let go.
There was a wet star on the stair.
Upstairs it had decided to snow.

Not everyone gets off at this stop 
the turtlelike conductor said.
If you'd like to hear those beans hop 
it could be arranged in your head.

Now from every side, cheerleaders 
and their disc-eyed boyfriends come.
The latter put up bird feeders.
Birds alight on them are dumb

with anticipation of the meal.
The punishment is not due 
in our time said the wise old eel.
Its overture is still distant in the blue

sign of a vacant factory. You'll know 
when it starts up. Dam! That’s what I 

thought
it would be, I said. Isn't there a hoe 
somewhere to root these weeds out?

Or a chair on a blanket 
of a manor house in time 
and shouldn't we somehow thank it 
for the perfection of the climb?

And so it goes for another 444 lines. For the 
first several pages, ‘Tuesday Evening” is noth
ing more or less than nonsense verse in the tra
dition of Edward Lear, brought up to date by 
the addition of Ashbery’s characteristic absur
dist twist. Gradually, however, the lines 
become longer and less rhythmical. At the 
same time, end-stopping becomes less and less 
frequent, until eventually almost every line is 
enjambed. The result is that the rhymes 
become less and less prominent and, in the 
end, virtually invisible, at which point the 
verse begins to sound strangely like Ashbery’s 
unrhymed poetry. The poem finally winds 
down with the following three stanzas:

An alphabet is forming words. We who watch 
them

never imagine pronouncing them, and anoth
er opportunity

What It \
continued from page 3

bicentennial piece for Dorati and the 
National Symphony when he died in 1975.

Reed Whittemore, his successor at the 
New Republic, had asked him before he 
left for Boston if he knew of anyone who 
could write about art for the magazine, 
and Bob suggested my name. I was invit
ed to submit articles on a take-it-or-Ieave- 
it basis. Luckily for me, Norman Daly’s 
“C ivilization of L luros” was at that 
moment making its debut at C ornell’s 
White Museum, and I used this fabulous 
creation as the subject of my first piece. It 
survived Whittemore’s slashing editorial 
methods and aroused widespread interest. 
Both Time and Newsweek contacted the 
artist for interviews. After that, writing 
for a nationally known magazine seemed 
an interesting challenge, and eventually I 
produced tw enty-four more articles, 
always with the invaluable help of my 
wife. As a professional editor, she not 
only cleaned up my punctuation and 
grammar, but also gave me the benefit of 
her absolute honesty and subtle insights 
on the structure of sentences and the 
meanings of words. W hile it lasted, I 
enjoyed my five-year stint as critic. I 
sometimes received outraged but reason
able complaints from orthodox believers 
in vanguard progress, along with favor
able responses from reactionary cranks 
who agreed with me. Even though I never 
achieved any real clout as a taste-maker,

is missed. You must be awake to snatch 
them—

them, and the scent they give off with impuni
ty-

We all tagged along, and in the end there was 
nothing

to see—nothing and a lot. A lot in terms of 
contour, texture,

world. That sort of thing. The real fun and its 
clothing.

You can forget that. Next, you're

planning a brief trip. Perhaps a visit to Paul 
Bunyan

and Babe, the blue ox. There's time now. Pira
nhas

dream, at peace with themselves and with the 
floating world. A grunion

slips nervously past. The heat, the stillness are 
oppressive. Iguanas...

As the ellipsis at the end indicates, the poem 
could go on forever, just as language itself goes 
on forever, endlessly creating new words, new 
rhymes, new sentences. The point at which the 
poem ends is purely arbitrary, excluding an infin
ity of unexplored possibilities. Thus, in Ash
bery’s poetics, rhyme is a formal generative 
device. And though, in one sense, it creates noth
ing concrete—nothing you can see—there is 
another sense in which it creates, so he would 
seem to claim, contour, texture, and ultimately 
the world itself.

So we come back again—this time by way 
of rhyme—to the dazzling surface textures of 
the poetry and to the question: is it enough? 
Should art, in the waning years of the twentieth 
century, at the beginning of a new millennium, 
leave well enough alone, concentrate on the 
medium rather than the message, and focus its 
attention on process and chance rather than on 
structure and meaning? Or is it possible that 
we are witnessing, once again, in a new and 
more virulent (post-)modem form, the charac
teristic fin-de-si£cle virus of ennui and bore
dom, a recurrence of the same post-romantic 
disease that the early modernists strove to wipe 
out nearly a century ago?

John Bowers is a professor o f linguistics 
at Cornell University.

Like
at least I had a chance to put forth my 
views in a reputable magazine.

An editor at the Cornell University 
Press expressed a desire to publish a col
lection of these essays, so I turned down 
an inquiry from another college press, 
only to find that a subsequent chief editor 
decided that there was no profit in such a 
project. No doubt he was right, as my 
righteous tone and predictable cautionary 
flourishes at the end of each piece might 
have alienated readers.

By the time I reached the legal age for 
retirement, I was ready to have done with 
college art teaching. I had always tried to 
respect the individuality of each student 
while remaining true to my personal aes
thetic convictions and to give the students 
honest responses to their work. The inher
ent strains and contradictions of such a 
teaching method became more apparent 
over the years as one frivolous art-world 
fashion followed another, influencing stu
dents to a degree that made the very idea 
of a valid tradition of transmittable values 
seem absurd. I decided that my kind of 
pedagogy was useless and felt morally 
bound to make way for someone else to 
enjoy the very real pleasure of teaching 
the young.

Kenneth Evett will participate in an 
upcoming exhibition titled  “ Works on 
Paper ” at the Kraushaar Galleries in New 
York City.
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“Dean has a read gift for weaving personal 

narrative, current events, law, and high 

theory...A very important book.”

—Judith Grant, author of 
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“Dean offers a strong, original, and humane 

defense of universalist ideals against 

doubts...of the compatibility of such ideals 

with a respect for difference.”

—Frank Michelman 
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With Valentine Place, David Lehman offers a brilliant new 
collection: an unflinching look at romantic and erotic love. 
Lehman writes with candor, at times with high humor, and 
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hard-boiled detective novels. Valentine Place reveals a
and original.

"David Lehman's moving new 
poems chronicle urban anxiety 
and sadness; mysteries o f love, 

family, and passing time; and the 
sheer nuttiness o f it all. Valentine 

Place is a complex delight."
—John Ashbery
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—A. R. Ammons
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The Mis-Identifled M onster
Pierre, or the Ambiguities 
Herman Melville 
The Kraken Edition 
Edited by Hershel Parker 
Pictures by Maurice Sendak 
Harper Collins, $30,449 pages

Jeff Schwaner
I wonder if my evil art has raised this monster.

—Herman Melville,in a letter to Evert
Duyckinck, 7 November 1851

First, it must be written that the recent publi
cation of Herman Melville’s Pierre, or the 
Ambiguities, handsomely bound and issued 
with the curiously resonant pencil-and-water- 
color designs of Maurice Sendak, is an occa
sion worthy of some celebration. For a novel as 
full of interior wanderings as were his previous 
works of the external kind, it is as deep as its 
immediate predecessor (Moby Dick) in its 
soundings of psyche. This new edition of 
Pierre gives this century’s readers their best 
(and last) chance to discover Melville’s most 
Shakespearean work, and also — because of 
its strict adherence to a tragic dramatic form, 
and the implications of this form on the nor
mally expansive energies of Melville’s lan
guage — for many of us, looking back across a 
century where psychology and morality alter
nately butted heads and rubbed shoulders, this 
will be Melville’s most troubling and disturb
ing work.

Discussions of this edition (called the Krak
en Edition) have centered mainly on the edito
rial liberties taken by Hershel Parker in prepar
ing this volume, and on the novel’s utter fail
ure, both commercially and critically, in its 
time. Though both of these items are peripher
al to an appreciation of the novel, even as 
amended, they are worth examining because of 
the way in which the book’s chapters dealing 
with Pierre’s fortunes as an author (deleted in 
the Kraken Edition and most likely written 
after the first draft was completed) so accurate
ly prophesy Pierre's (and Melville’s) effect 
upon literary society in 1852.

• • •
Surviving evidence seems to support Park

er’s theory that until Pierre found its way in 
manuscript to Melville’s publishers (who 
then responded with an offer so sour its royal
ties would amount to only half his previous 
take), it most likely contained no thematically 
significant reference to Pierre as author. We 
know that, while in New York, Melville 
wrote additional pages to fatten the book, and 
it’s probable that the two whole chapters and 
one segment of another late chapter, which 
parody the city’s literati, represent that addi
tional output. Parker’s use of asterisks in the 
text to denote the sections struck from the first 
edition for the Kraken reminds us he is not 
attempting to restore a more “true” Pierre as 
much as to provoke the reader into realizing 
that, even with this Pierre-as-author element 
of the novel fully extinguished, all the fea
tures necessary for a rather Shakespearean 
tragedy remain intact, and indeed show them
selves to be intricately woven together. Park
er’s proof is a reader’s proof, to be sure, an 
equation with more than one variable which 
each reader must solve for him- or herself: put 
yourself in as x, and the two Pierres in as 
and y2> and see which equation is more bal
anced. The questions is, of course. What are 
we solving for?

• • •
Pierre Glendinning is an only son and heir to 

the Glendinning estate. As the novel opens, he is

in his physical and mental prime, “just emerging 
from his teens." He is betrothed to the beautiful 
and unblemished Luoy Tartan, and, though his 
father has passed away, he enjoys a close friend
ship with his mother. The two refer to each 
other, in the early chapters of the book, as 
“brother” and “sister”; and “Sister Mary’” s 
beauty, even at fifty, is magnetic enough still to 
draw the stares of Pierre’s contemporaries. The 
first chapter of Pierre is so finely overwrought 
that the book as a whole has generally been read 
as a parody of popular romances; but Melville’s 
technique is to stay close to the minutest shift- 
ings of Pierre’s moods and mental states, and 
the first few chapters explore the mind of a

young man of robust health and emotional gen
erosity who has yet to deal with hardship. Much 
of the book’s subtle mechanisms have already 
been set in motion by chapter’s end, including a 
netful of psychological substitutions necessaiy 
to fill out Pierre’s vision of a happy family, sub
stitutions which play themselves out against an 
ever-dwindling idea of his true family history 
like some weird filial musical chairs, until the 
final chair is yanked away by the sum of the 
Ambiguities, and the music stops.

• • •
The genies always caution*us to be careful 

what we wish for. “Oh had my father but had a 
daughter!” cries Pierre wistfully in Chapter One. 
In that particular wording is the wish granted; 
Pieme discovers, through a series of letters and 
personal meetings, a young woman bom of his 
father and a French peasant girl, just before his 
parents met and married. The girl disappeared 
with no explanation and delivered Pierre’s half- 
sister back on European soil. Her father eventu

ally located his daughter and saw to her upbring
ing, leaving her with some small clues to her 
heritage. On his deathbed, the father cries out in 
his delirium for his daughter. Pierre is a witness 
to this, but it is not until his interviews with 
Isabelle that his memory serves him.

In brief, Pierre must choose between 
acknowledging his sister publicly, thus slander
ing the memory of his father for both him and 
his proud mother, or else ignoring Isabelle’s 
compelling request for his aid. It’s a choice 
between maintaining the myth of his family as 
he’s been brought up into it, or acting on the 
principles of that myth, and thereby shattering 
the illusion. Either way, he tears at the roots of

his own family tree, thus at the underpinnings of 
his own psychological and moral stability.

• • •
Faced>4th ttVCTTtrmtjfing ruins of his fami

ly myftC Pjewi &le|t^ yeNmother fiction to 
try to mitigate further harm hiVecognition of 
fsabelle might cause his motlW. His new 
insight into his father’s secrfet p * t does not 
stop him from, in effecLamitating this newer, 
secreti^rqcai^paiomOTTather as a keeper of 
mystenes. “Children make fiqftpfis of their 
fathers, re-inventing them acduj^ng to their 
khrtQjsh needs. The realkjtSp£& father is a 
weignt$w s.ons can bear*v&ar/writes Salman 
RusmSt^M ek^VZogpify in The Moor's 
Last Sigh, wfiTl'Ii iS'Tflmost a companion piece 
to Pierre; both deal with the ambiguity of rep
resentations of family; and both show how, 
while we normally imagine family to be a 
force that enables us to resist the lures and 
trappings of an amoral society, the greenhouse 
effect of family love and hate in fact provides

the seed and rich soil for all that eventually 
blooms in society at large and is called by that 
society “evil.”

To openly acknowledge a branch of the fam
ily tree Pierre’s father tended in secret, Pierre 
represents Isabelle as a total stranger with whom 
he’s fallen quickly and secretly in love, and with 
whom he has exchanged vows of marriage. 
What Pierre’s father could not do with the 
woman he loved, Pierre now does with (and on 
behalf of) the fruit of that love. Yet this act 
thrusts Isabelle’s identity further into mystery, 
and casts upon their love darker attributes from 
which they cannot extricate their motives, even 
as an angry element of Pierre’s family searches 
for them to avenge the family’s name.

• • •
Attribution is a slope of particular slipperi

ness for literary critics. The Harper Collins 
Pierre is called the Kraken Edition because of 
Parker’s interpretation of a remark in Melville’s 
famous letter to Nathaniel Hawthorne of 
November 1851, which reads,

Lord, when shall we be done growing? As long 
as we have anything more to do, we have done 
nothing. So, now, let us add Moby Dick to our 
blessing, and step from that. Leviathan is not the 
biggest fish; — I have heard of Krakens.

Parker’s attempt to link this phrase to the 
novel Melville was in the act of completing is 
not necessary to lend support to the importance 
of Pierre. It stands alone, unique among the 
author’s works. Melville writes to Sophia 
Hawthorne only six weeks later, in response to 
her letter about Moby Dick, “I shall not again 
send you a bowl of salt water. The next chalice I 
commend, will be a rural bowl of milk.”

Perhaps the question we are trying to answer 
by reading Hershel Parker’s edition of Pierre is 
thus, Do Kraken lap from rural bowls of milk? 
Here we have two incompatible images; the lat
ter most obviously referring to Pierre, 
Melville’s first landlocked narrative. The earlier 
sentence I see in context as an example of some
thing typically found in Melville’s letters to 
Hawthorne, a phrase both brash and self-effac
ing, hinting at a friendship in which Melville is 
inwardly confident but outwardly humble.

• • •
No Krakens here, then. But perhaps some

thing equally mysterious, and more destructive. 
In November 1851, Melville learns through 
Evert Duyckinck, one of the editors he will lam
poon in the chapter entitled “Young America in 
Literature,” of a sperm whale aggressively 
attacking, and sinking, the Anne Alexander in 
the Pacific Ocean. Melville, himself hard at 
work on his most pointed and taut (yet, for all 
that, most elusive) novel, reflects admiringly, 
“Ye Gods! What a Commentator is this Anne 
Alexander whale. What he has to say is short, 
pithy, to the point. I wonder if my evil art has 
raised this monster.”

The “evil art” of Pierre would indeed raise a 
monster to cry in outrage over his blasphemous 
book, and, sometime during his disappointing 
trip to New York to sell Pierre he would recog
nize it as the same creature he’d been angering 
since his vocally anti-missionary Typee. Like 
the millions of small squid which sometimes 
appear on a sub’s radar to be a giant sea monster, 
so a legion of herd mentality would stampede 
over his “rural bowl of milk” and head back to 
the city to slumber once more over its cigars and 
chowders.

Je ff Schwaner is the editor o f Captain Kidd 
Monthly. He lives in Charleston, South 
Carolina.

Illustration by Maurice Sendak, reprinted from Pierre, Harper Collins, 1995
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